
CONFLICT OF VIEWS

3 views of conflict are traditional, human relations, and interactionist view; where each view treats and manage conflict
uniquely and differently. But through the development of â€œorganizational behaviorâ€• studies; conflict is now viewed
differently and organizations now.

The task of the management is to eliminate conflict. But it is similar to the interactionist view of the conflict.
These views advocate the same concept that there are different types of conflicts and not all of them have to be
bad and dysfunctional. James Wright willingly gave considerable time and effort to my study. Not all conflicts
are created equal, however. Conflict of interest 12 9. Conflict perspective in sociology 13  While the human
relations view accepted organizational conflict as an important part, the interactionist view on- organizational
conflict takes the same concept one step further. Causes of Conflict The psychologists Art Bell and Brett Hart
identified eight common reasons for conflict within an organization or workplace. Traditional conflict theory
is oriented toward solutions or moving toward situations where conflict is not present. Managerial Functions.
Research Methodology 5 6. Human Relations View of Organizational Conflict From the late s to the mids, the
human relations view dominated the topic of organizational conflict. Although conflicts are of different types,
the traditional view only sees conflict as dysfunctional and destructive. Table of contents 3 3. His long drives
to Tuscaloosa from Montgomery and his constant encouragement to see this project through made me realize
how pivotal a role he played in the completion of this dissertation. The interactionist view on organizational
conflict extends that concept. But some conflicts can also be functional â€” because it may make organizations
more effective. Introduction 4 4. The Conflict Resolution Process The traditional view of the conflict process
recognizes two primary ways of addressing discord. We simply need to direct our attention to the causes of
conflict, analyzing them and take measures to correct those malfunctions for the benefit of the group and
organizational performance. Conflict is now an inevitable part of organizations. Interactionist View of
Organizational Conflict With passing time and further studies in the field of organizational behavior, people
started to accept conflict as an integral and somewhat positive aspect.


